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This brochure is intended for general descriptive and informational purposes only. It is subject to change and does not constitute an offer, representation or warranty (express or implied) by Nissan North America, Inc. Interested parties should confirm the accuracy of any
information in this brochure as it relates to a vehicle directly with an INFINITI Retailer before relying on it to make a purchase decision. Nissan North America, Inc. reserves the right to make changes, at any time, without prior notice, in prices, colors, materials, equipment,
specifications, and models and to discontinue models or equipment. Due to continuous product development and other pre- and post-production factors, actual vehicle, materials and specifications may vary from this brochure. Some vehicles shown with optional equipment.
See the actual vehicle for complete accuracy. Availability and delivery times for particular models or equipment may vary. Specifications, options and accessories may differ in Hawaii, U.S. territories and other countries. For additional information on availability, options or
accessories, see your INFINITI Retailer or visit INFINITI website.
Final production vehicle may vary. Always wear your seat belt, and please don’t drink and drive. ©2020 INFINITI. IN-02793 Reorder #21503i (6/20, 15K, KSL)
is certified to contain a minimum of 10% post-consumer waste materials.

Reducing our carbon footprint is an important goal at INFINITI. That’s why this brochure uses paper stock that

QX80
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EXTERIOR COLORS*

2

L I F E D R I VE S OUR LUXURY.
A ND OUR S PACE .

MOONSTONE WHITE (QAC)**

3

LIQUID PLATINUM (K23)

GRAPHITE SHADOW (KAD)

ROLL WITH DISTINCTION 1 20 X 8.0-inch
Aluminum-Alloy Wheels 2 22 X 8.0-inch Forged
Dark Chrome Aluminum-Alloy Wheels** 3 22 X
8.0-inch Forged Aluminum-Alloy Wheels**

Life drives our vision of luxury, and you can feel that throughout the luxurious space of the QX80. This is a full-size SUV precisely crafted
for elevating human experiences, not merely for exhibiting on a pedestal. From nights out in the city to getting out of the city with
everything – and everyone – you're passionate about, every real-life moment is met with space and possibility. You’ll feel your pulse race
from the first rev of the 5.6-liter V8 engine that has the power to tow most anything you imagine.1 In traffic, you'll enjoy the intelligence
of INFINITI drive assist technologies that help expand your awareness and ability to navigate the unexpected.2 Beyond the driver's
seat, craftsmanship and capability can indulge you and up to seven guests in an exquisitely refined interior that can also accommodate
vast amounts of cargo.3 This is where life drives luxury to its fullest.

LUXURY SHOULD BE LIVED IN

PRESENCE THAT DEMANDS ATTENTION
To see the QX80 glide past is a captivating
experience. What stops you is its perfect union
of strength and sophistication, resonating from its
aggressive front fascia and refined yet muscular
lines. Subtle touches bring further balance, as in
the unique LED headlights. Add even more polish
with chrome mirror caps and other accents by
opting for the SENSORY model. This selection
also enhances the stature of your INFINITI with
22-inch forged aluminum-alloy wheels, for a
QX80 at its most commanding.

CHAMPAGNE QUARTZ (HAG)**

PASS WITH POWER, TOW WITH INTELLIGENCE
Great presence should be matched with greater possibilities,
for where you go and what you tow. Perform to your level
with an impressive 5.6-liter V8 that generates 400-hp and
413 lb-ft of torque4 — plenty of push for highway sprinting or
passing. The QX80 can flex its power further by allowing you
to tow up to 8,500 pounds.1 But confidence is strengthened in
knowing that you can tow not just capably, but also intelligently.
As you're pulling, rear automatic self-leveling suspension
adjusts to help maintain an ideal ride height, and Trailer Sway
Control helps minimize side-to-side movement.1 Towing or not,
you get a smooth ride with Hydraulic Body Motion Control5
that counteracts body lean and absorbs road bumps for a
controlled cornering feel. All together, this is potential refined
to take you and your imagination as far as you desire.

HERMOSA BLUE (BWS)

COULIS RED (NAW)**

MINERAL BLACK (GAT)**

BLACK OBSIDIAN (KH3)

*INFINITI has taken care to ensure that the color swatches presented here are the closest possible
representations of actual vehicle colors. Swatches may vary slightly due to the printing process and
whether viewed in daylight, fluorescent or incandescent light. Please see the actual colors at your
local INFINITI Retailer. **Additional cost applies for this option.

PAINT WITH PERSONALITY
From sophisticated to dynamic, color
inspires your own personal style.

INTERIOR COLOR/MATERIAL*

A CLEAR VIEW, EVEN WITH COMPANY
A night out with places to be and people to
see shouldn't mean your vision is obscured by
a lively second and third row. With a flip
of the toggle, the Smart Rearview Mirror
displays high-definition video of what's
behind you – enhanced by a wider angle than
what a traditional mirror offers.6 While seeing
"through" passengers, cargo, and darkness
takes visibility further, it can also go higher.3
When in reverse, the Around View® Monitor
provides an overhead view of what's around
the QX80 and shows it on your dashboard
display.7 When you can see what's behind you
– and around you – more clearly, you can
enjoy your outings more freely.

WHEAT

Leather-appointed,
Semi-aniline leather-appointed**

SAHARA STONE

Leather-appointed**

SADDLE BROWN

Semi-aniline leather-appointed**

TRUFFLE BROWN

Leather-appointed**

GRAPHITE

Leather-appointed,
Semi-aniline leather-appointed**

INTERIOR TRIM*

^

INSTANT INVITES, FLEXIBLE SPACE
Possibilities can appear at any moment. With
seating for 7, or 8 if you opt for the Split Bench
Seat Package, the QX80 awaits your spontaneous
plans with friends. The center console armrest
can be opened from the front or rear, giving
first- and second-row passengers easy access
for storage. But versatility can unfold on an even
grander scale. With up to 95.1 cu. ft. of cargo
space, you have room for whatever you might
need – or unexpectedly find.3

CHARCOAL BURL

MATTE MOCHA BURL**

CHARCOAL BURL WITH
GRADIENT FINISH**

EVERY CHOICE IS BOLD A rich
and modern palette is the foundation
for a premium space. Engage the
senses with a striking combination
of sight and touch.

*INFINITI has taken care to ensure that the color swatches
presented here are the closest possible representations of
actual vehicle colors. Swatches may vary slightly due to the
printing process and whether viewed in daylight, fluorescent
or incandescent light. Please see the actual colors at your local
INFINITI Retailer. **Additional cost applies for this option.

E XCLUS I VITY FOR E VERYB O DY
Success is a shared endeavor, and the QX80 invites those that helped you get there to revel in it. As you and your
guests relax into leather-appointed seats, including captain's chairs in the first two rows, premium materials engage
the senses further. Charcoal Burl trim stimulates the eye while a heated, leather-wrapped steering wheel rewards your
touch. Or make refinement its most inclusive with the SENSORY model, where Alcantara® accents and semi-aniline
leather-appointed seating elevate everybody's journey. Up front, climate-controlled seats create the ideal temperature,
as second-row seating warms up for rear passengers. It's the experience you, and your friends and family, have earned.

INFINITI InTouch™ featuring Apple CarPlay® integration8

CONNECT TO LIFE AND LEISURE
Whether it's staying connected, reaching your
destination, or offering passengers media of
their own, the QX80 makes it possible. The
INFINITI InTouch™ system featuring Apple
CarPlay® integration lets you bring the iPhone®
experience along for the ride.8 Or make your
Android Auto™ compatible phone your
preferred driving companion.8 Either way, your
focus is priority with dual screens that display
navigation up top, and features like climate
controls down below.2,9 Meanwhile, guests can
connect with a standard Wi-Fi hotspot,8 or
even play movies and games with the Rear
Seat Entertainment System featuring two
8-inch monitors in the second row.

TRIM LE VEL S & PACK AG ES
QX80 LUXE
MECHANICAL AND PERFORMANCE

• 5.6-liter V8 engine (400-hp @ 5,800 rpm,
413 lb-ft @ 4,000 rpm)
• 7-speed automatic transmission
• Rear automatic self-leveling suspension
• Trailer Sway Control1
• Integrated Class IV tow hitch and 7-pin wiring harness1
• Rear-Wheel Drive or INFINITI All-Mode 4WD®10 with
computer-controlled transfer case, offering settings in
Auto, 4WD High and 4WD Low
• Remote Engine Start11
DESIGN

• Automatic-on/off LED headlights
• 20-inch aluminum-alloy wheels with 275/60R20
H-rated, all-season tires
• Power folding, auto-dimming, heated outside mirrors
CRAFTSMANSHIP

•
•
•
•
•

Leather-appointed seating
10-way power driver’s seat with 2-way lumbar support
Charcoal Burl interior trim accents
Power 60/40-split fold-flat and reclining third-row seats12
Second-row captain’s chairs with tip-up easy entry
TECHNOLOGY

• INFINITI InTouch™ dual display system, with upper 8-inch
and lower 7-inch WXGA LCD touch-screen displays8
• Apple CarPlay® integration8
• Android Auto™8
• Bose® 13-speaker Premium Sound system
• Navigation with Lane Guidance and 3D building
graphics, 5-year trial access to Premium Traffic and
MapCare8,9
• High Beam Assist
• Rear Door Alert13
• Front and rear sonar system14

PACKAGE
1 SPLIT BENCH SEAT PACKAGE
	Replaces standard equipment.

• Second-row split bench seat with 60/40-split folding
• Center armrest with two cupholders
• Increases seating capacity from 7 to 8

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intelligent Cruise Control (Full-Speed Range)15
Distance Control Assist16
Smart Rearview Mirror6
Automatic Collision Notification and Emergency Call with
1-year trial access8
INFINITI InTouch™ with Wi-Fi Hotspot with 30-day trial
access8
SiriusXM® Radio with Advanced Audio Features and
3-month trial access8
SiriusXM® Traffic with 3-month trial access to real-time
traffic information8
SiriusXM® Travel Link with 3-month trial access to
weather, fuel prices, stock prices, sports scores, movie
listings and parking8
SAFETY

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Forward Emergency Braking with pedestrian detection17
Predictive Forward Collision Warning18
Backup Collision Intervention19
Lane Departure Warning20
Lane Departure Prevention20
Blind Spot Warning21
Blind Spot Intervention®21
Around View® Monitor with Moving Object Detection22
Optional Package: 1

QX80 PREMIUM SELECT

QX80 SENSORY

Includes all QX80 LUXE standard features, plus:

Includes all QX80 LUXE standard features, plus:

DESIGN

• 22-inch dark finish forged aluminum-alloy wheels with
275/50R22 H-Rated, All-Season Tires
• Dark chrome exterior accents — grille, grille surround, front
fender and side accent
• Black grille mesh
• Black mirror caps
CRAFTSMANSHIP

• Matte Mocha Burl interior trim accents
• Additional unique leather-appointed seating colors —
Sahara Stone and Truffle Brown
Optional Package: 1

MECHANICAL AND PERFORMANCE

• Hydraulic Body Motion Control5
• Vehicle Speed Sensitive Power Steering
DESIGN

• 22-inch forged aluminum-alloy wheels with 275/50R22
H-Rated, All-Season Tires
• Bright chrome exterior accents — grille, grille surround, front
fender and side accent
• Adaptive Front lighting System with auto leveling headlights
• Chrome mirror caps
• Climate-controlled front seats
• Heated second-row seats (outboard only)
• Remote tip-up second-row seats for easy third-row entry/exit
• Advanced Climate Control System with auto recirculation,
Plasmacluster® technology and Grape Polyphenol filters23
• Second-row footwell courtesy lights
CRAFTSMANSHIP

• Quilted, semi-aniline leather-appointed seating
• Charcoal Burl interior trim with gradient finish
• Additional exclusive semi-aniline leather-appointed seating
color — Saddle Brown
TECHNOLOGY

• Bose® Performance Series 17-speaker audio system
• Rear Seat Entertainment System with dual 8-inch color
monitors for multimedia video playback
• Two wireless headphones
• Rear headphone jack with volume control
• Wireless remote control
• Auxiliary HDMI input jack24
• Audio/video USB Port24
• 120-v power outlet
SAFETY

• Front Pre-Crash Seat Belts

1

INTERIOR The next great find could
appear at any time. Enhance your INFINITI with
accessories for the interior, and you'll be ready
to let life in. A Cargo Net keeps your latest
valuables secure, while a Carpeted Cargo Area
Protector guards against wear and tear of the
vehicle and your items.3 Out in the elements?
Embrace your adventurous nature with AllSeason Floor Mats that collect dirt and sand,
preserving your interior footwells.

GENUINE ACCESSORIES

TOWING What you can bring can
get a whole lot bigger. The WeightDistributing Hitch Ball Mount, Class IV
features not just the strength to tow
heavy loads, but the stability to help
even them out.1 So large transport is
matched by peace of mind.
1

3
2

2

1

WEIGHT-DISTRIBUTING HITCH BALL MOUNT,

CLASS IV 1
4

1

YAKIMA ® SKYBOX 25

2

ROOF RAIL CROSSBARS 3

CARGO Hold virtually anything, including memories.
Roof Rail Crossbars increase the possibility for your
favorite activities by providing a base for accessory roof
racks.3 Combine the crossbars with utility products from
Yakima® to fulfill that potential, with a variety of racks25
for bikes, surfboards, kayaks and more. Whether you
want to load items on top of your QX80 or behind it,
you'll be ready to make the memorable happen.

2

INFINITI RADIANT INTERIOR

AMBIENT LIGHTING

LIV E MO RE W ITH YO UR QX 8 0
It's undeniable the QX80 is designed for living large, but when you equip it with Genuine INFINITI Accessories,
you can carry, tow, and express even more of what drives you. Each accessory is made with exacting
standards, the same ones we utilize when building your INFINITI. This approach ensures each item is designed
and manufactured to integrate seamlessly with your vehicle and provide a custom fit and finish. For more
information and to shop online for Genuine INFINITI Accessories, go to parts.infinitiusa.com.26
3

CARGO NET WITH CARPETED CARGO AREA PROTECTOR 3

4

ALL-SEASON FLOOR MATS

ACCESSORIES SHOWN: CHROME SIDE MIRROR COVERS, SIDE WINDOW DEFLECTORS,
CHROME BODY SIDE MOLDINGS AND ROOF RAIL CROSSBARS.3

LIGHTING Illuminate elegance with
signature lighting accessories. The effect
lends an upscale ambiance and offers a
modern appeal that is unmistakable. From
the soft glow of the INFINITI logo along
the front door sills to the atmosphere of
INFINITI Radiant Interior Ambient Lighting,
brilliance is all around. Turn it on.
ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES TO CONSIDER:

Console Net
All-Season Cargo Area Protector3
INFINITI Radiant Illuminated Kick Plates
INFINITI Radiant Welcome Lighting
Center Console Mat
Door Edge Protectors

TECHNIC AL SPEC S
INTERIOR DIMENSIONS
Cargo volume3 — behind first-row (cubic feet)

95.1

Cargo volume3 — behind second-row (cubic feet)

49.6

Cargo volume3 — behind third-row (cubic feet)

16.6

Head room — first-row / second-row / third-row (inches)

39.9 / 40 / 36.8

Leg room — first-row / second-row / third-row (inches)

39.6 / 41 / 28.8

CAPACITY
8,500 lbs.

Maximum tow capacity1
Fuel tank

26 gallons

Seating

7 / 8-passengers

FUEL ECONOMY
Estimated Fuel Economy RWD27 — city / highway / combined (mpg)

14 / 20 / 16

Estimated Fuel Economy 4WD28 — city / highway / combined (mpg)

13 / 19 / 15

See infinitiusa.com for complete list of specifications.

75.8

STY L E RUL E S TO L IVE BY
QX80 PREMI UM S ELEC T
POLISH YOUR PRESENCE
Dark-finished, 22-inch aluminumalloy wheels grant you not only
greater stature, but understated
shine. And with black mirror caps,
your side mirrors reflect the style
that's within you as well as the
vision that's around you.

Your perspective on fashion is uniquely yours. But beyond individual tastes are universal principles that inspired us
as we envisioned the QX80 PREMIUM SELECT and its undeniable style. It began with the idea that black is for
every season. The PREMIUM SELECT leads with it by featuring a black grille mesh as its centerpiece. Such a bold
statement brought to mind another style axiom: balance any look with variations on a theme. This variety is realized
with dark chrome accents around the grille, front fender, and down the side of the QX80. The most enduring truth of
all, that individuality comes from within, is expressed as this trim expands your choice of interior leather appointments
to two exclusive new options: soothing Sahara Stone, or the unique Truffle Brown.

79.9

210.2
121.1

All dimensions are measured in inches.
1 Up to 8,500 lbs. maximum towing capacity for 2021 QX80 5.6L RWD SUV when properly equipped. Towing capacity varies by configuration. See INFINITI Towing Guide and Owner’s Manual for additional information. Always secure cargo. 2 Availability of features vary by vehicle
model year, model, trim level, packaging, and options. 3 Cargo and load capacity limited by weight and distribution. Always secure cargo. Heavy loading of the vehicle with cargo, especially on the roof, will affect the handling and stability of the vehicle. 4 400 Horsepower and
413 lb-ft Torque achieved with 93 Octane Fuel Only. 5 Available on select models. 6 Smart Rearview Mirror may not detect every object and does not eliminate blind spots or warn of moving objects. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 7 Around View Monitor cannot
eliminate blind spots and may not detect every object. Driver should always turn and check surroundings before driving. See Owner's Manual for safety information. 8 If equipped, your vehicle may include INFINITI InTouch connected features and services such as Emergency Call and
Automatic Collision Notification for one year, Wi-Fi, Navigation, Bluetooth and other connected features that can be viewed by model on the INFINITI InTouch website here: https://www.infinitiusa.com/intouch/system-details. For complete information about your INFINITI InTouch
features and services, please consult your vehicle’s INFINITI InTouch Owner’s Manual at https://owners.infinitiusa.com/iowners/navigation/manualsAndGuides. For more information, please visit https://www.infinitiusa.com/intouch/important-information. Compatible connected
device may be required. Subject to GPS and wireless network availability and connection, and system/technology limitations. INFINITI InTouch with Wi-Fi terms and conditions of subscriber agreement apply. 9 Never program while driving. GPS mapping may not be detailed in
all areas or reflect current road status. 10 INFINITI All-Mode 4WD® cannot prevent collisions or provide enhanced traction in all conditions. Always monitor traffic and weather conditions. 11 State laws may apply. Review before using. 12 Do not ride in a moving vehicle when
the seatback is reclined. For the most effective protection, the seat should be upright. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 13 Does not detect people or cargo. Always check rear seat before exiting. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 14 Sonar System may not
detect every object. Driver should always check surroundings before driving. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 15 Intelligent Cruise Control uses limited braking and is not a collision avoidance or warning system. Driver should monitor traffic conditions and brake as
needed to prevent collisions. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 16 Distance Control Assist uses limited braking and is not a collision avoidance or warning system. Driver should monitor traffic conditions and brake as needed to prevent collisions. See Owner’s Manual for
safety information. 17 Forward Emergency Braking with pedestrian detection cannot prevent all collisions and may not provide warning or braking in all conditions. Driver should monitor traffic conditions and brake as needed to prevent collisions. See Owner’s Manual for safety
information. 18 Predictive Forward Collision Warning cannot prevent collisions. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 19 Backup Collision Intervention may not detect every object. Driver should always turn and check surroundings before driving. See Owner’s Manual for
safety information. 20 Lane Departure Warning and Lane Departure Prevention Systems only operate when lane markings are able to be detected. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 21 Blind Spot Warning and Blind Spot Intervention Systems cannot prevent collisions
and may not detect every object or warn in all situations. Driver should always turn and look before changing lanes. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 22 Around View Monitor with Moving Object Detection cannot eliminate blind spots and may not detect every object.
Driver should always turn and check surroundings before driving. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 23 The Advanced Climate Control System with Plasmacluster air purifier helps scrub the air in the vehicle’s interior. The system senses exterior odors, suppresses unpleasant
interior odors, stops the inflow of external odors and helps keep the cabin smelling fresh, but does not always eliminate odors. 24 Driving is serious business and requires your full attention. If you have to use the connected device while driving, exercise extreme caution at all times
so full attention may be given to vehicle operation. 25 Requires Roof Rack Extender and mounting hardware. 26 Accessories shown on QX80 are not genuine INFINITI accessories. Not warranted by INFINITI. Refer to product manufacturer for warranty details. INFINITI limited
warranty does not cover damages or failures to the vehicle caused by improper installation or alterations of any INFINITI-approved accessory or component. Contact your retailer for details. Cargo and load capacity limited by weight and distribution. Always secure cargo. Heavy
loading of the vehicle with cargo, especially on the roof, will affect the handling and the stability of the vehicle. 27 2021 QX80 RWD EPA Fuel Economy Estimates 14 mpg City, 20 mpg Highway. Actual mileage may vary with driving conditions – use for comparison only. 28 2021
QX80 4WD EPA Fuel Economy Estimates 13 mpg City, 19 mpg Highway. Actual mileage may vary with driving conditions – use for comparison only. Alcantara® is a registered trademark of Alcantara S.p.A. Corporation. Android® and Android Auto™ are trademarks of Google LLC.
Apple CarPlay® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. Bose® is a registered trademark of Bose Corporation. Yakima® is a registered trademark of Yakima Products, Inc. iPhone® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. All rights reserved. iPhone® or other external device not included.

